If one has the generalized reaction where AF,~. is the free energy of activation of the forward reaction a t any concentration, A F ,~ is the free energy of activation of the reverse reaction at any concentration, A F~ to is the standard free energy of activation of the forward reaction, and AF,~' is the standard free energy of activation for the reverse reaction. ai is the activity of the ith component and a t is the activity of the activated complex.
We may now write the expressions for the rate constants of the forward and reverse reactions as
The expression for the rate of this reaction becomes
L E T T E R S T O T H E E D I T O R

If we assume that ~f = nr
If the reaction is close enough to equilibrium, A F ,~/ R T < < I , AF,I/RT<<~, and where A F = A F ,~--A F~ 3 and N is Avogadro9s number. This approximation also becomes better as the temperature becomes higher.
Near equilibrium, as will be approximately constant and the rate becomes directly proportional to the free energy change.
It is to be noted that this development indicates such behavior only in the limit. Some experimental results in the literature support this contention. This development also indicates that attempts to apply this treatment to the kinetics of reactions not very close to ecluilibrium will not be successful.
The 
